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HARYANA CIRCLE-PA/SA EXAM -2023 
 
(1.) How many Members are there in the Postal Services Board who look after different areas of Postal 
Services? 

(A.) Six (B.) Four (C.) Seven (D.) Eight 
(2.) Night Post Office may extend up to and by 

(A.) 08.00 PM, HOC (B.) 08.30 PM, DG (Posts) 
(C.) 08.00 PM. PMG (D.) 08.30 PM, Divisional Head 

(3.) Post Offices observe seventeen holidays in a year. Out of which many holidays are observed common 
in all Circles? 

(A.) 12 (B.) 13 (C.) 14 (D.) 15 
(4.) Machine franked articles posted in letter boxes will be treated as 

(A.) Postage prepaid (B.) None of these 
(C.) Insufficiently Paid (D.) Unpaid 

(5.) Redirection fee of parcels within delivery area/original address and sender in case of unclaimed parcel 
is 

(A.) 25% of Initial Postage (B.) No fee is to be collected 
(C.) 75% of initial Postage (D.) 50% of initial Postage 

(6.) What is the GST% in the Registered Articles? 
(A.) No GST (B.) 5 (C.) 9 (D.) 18 

(7.) What is the maximum weight of book packet? 
(A.) 2 Kg (B.) 7 Kg 
(C.) 5 Kg (D.) None of these 

(8.) Weight limit of parcels that can be booked at BO is 
(A.) 4 Kg (B.) 20 Kg (C.) 5 Kg (D.) 10 Kg 

(9.) (i) Demurrage charge on letter is Rs 2. 
(ii) Demurrage charge on Parcel is Rs.5 
Select the correct Statement 

(A.) (i) (B.) (ii) 
(C.) (i) and (ii) (D.) None of the above 

(10.) (i) Annual rent of Post Bag is 250 Rs 
(ii) Annual Rent of Post Box is 200 Rs. 
Select the correct Statement 

(A.) (i) (B.) (ii) 
(C.) (i) and (ii) (D.) None of the above 

(11.) What is the maximum weight of an Aerogramme? 
(A.) 2 grams (B.) 3 grams (C.) 6 grams (D.) 10 grams 

(12.) Mark the correct Option 
(A.) Surface mail received for delivery in India from a country may be redirected by the surface mail to any 
country on payment dispatched to its new destination 
(B.) If the above charge not paid before redirection, it will be treated as insufficiently paid & tax equal to 
difference in postage (not double) to be collected at the time of delivery. 
(C.) None of these correct 
(D.) A and B are correct 
(13.) Which are offices authorized to deliver foreign parcel? 
i) All Delivery Post Offices 
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ii) Office of Exchange 
iii) Foreign Post Office 

(A.) (i) Only (B.) (ii) Only 
(C.) (i) (ii) and (iii) (D.) (i) and (ii) 

(14.) Asian Pacific Postal Union is having its head quarter at 
(A.) Bangkok (B.) Burn (C.) Delhi (D.) Manila 

(15.) Name the countries for which Money Order Services are available from India 
(A.) Pakistan and Bangladesh (B.) Pakistan and Afghanistan 
(C.) Shree Lanka (D.) Nepal and Bhutan 

(16.) What is the Late Fee for foreign registered article? 
(A.) Rs 3 per Article (B.) Rs 5 per Article 
(C.) RS 4 per Article (D.) None of these 

(17.) Full Form of UPU in connection with Foreign Post: 
(A.) Universal Postal Union (B.) United Postal Union 
(C.) Unity in Postal Union (D.) None of these 

(18.) India Post gets for delivering foreign inward parcel mail. 
(A.) 1 SDR (B.) 7 SDR (C.) 3 SDR (D.) 5 SDR 

(19.) Mark the correct option with regards to IT Modernization Project 2.0: 
1) Apart from Core Postal Operations, rest of the operations will be merged with IPPB. 
2) Core Postal Operations are to be managed by the Postal Core committee while rest of operation will be 
managed by Financial Core Committee.  
3) All the operations to be the domain of Department of Posts 
(A.) Only Statement 1 is correct  (B.) Statement (2) and (3) are correct 
(C.) Only Statement (3) is correct  (D.) Statement (1) and (3) are correct 
(20.) Match the following, which one is correct? 
1) FSI-Financial System Integrator   2) CSI-Core System Integrator  
3) DCF-Data Centre facility   4) NI-Network Integrator 

(A.) 1 and 2 (B.) 2 and 3 
(C.) Only 1 (D.) All the above 

(21.) RFP means 
(A.) Recurring Financial Proposal (B.) Request for Proposal 
(C.) Requirement for Proposal (D.) Recurring Funding Proposal 

(22.) ECMS is an abbreviation for 
(A.) Enterprise Content Management System (B.) Enterprise Computer Management System 
(C.) Enterprise Content Monitoring System (D.) Enterprise Computer Monitoring System 
(23.) Disaster Recovery Centre of the Department of Posts is managed by 

(A.) Infosys (B.) Tata Consultancy Services 
(C.) CEPT Mysore (D.) Reliance Group 

(24.) Which one of the following track contains HRMS in Postal IT Project 2.0? 
(A.) Accounting Interface (Al) (B.) Management Interface (MI) 
(C.) Postal Interface (PI) (D.) User Interface (UI) 

(25.) Which one of the following is not correct with regard to DOP Tracks in IT 2.0 Project? 
(A.) Point of Sale     (B.) Rural Hardware Devices 
(C.) Accounting & Back Office Management (D.) Field Network & Postal Hardware 
(26.) What does NBF stand for 

(A.) Non Banking Finance (B.) New Banking Fulfillment 
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(C.) New Banking Finance (D.) New Business Fulfillment 
(27.) On the occasion of 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, what tribute was paid by the 
Department of Posts? 

(A.) Issued new Pictorial ATM Card (B.) Issued special cover 
(C.) Issued commemorative stamps (D.) Issued new CBS Passbook 

(28.) Read the statement regarding IT project 2.0 
(1) It has cabinet approval with outlay of Rs. 5785 crore 
(2) This amount is to be incurred of a period of 8 years 
Which one is correct 

(A.) Only I (B.) Only 2 
(C.) 1 and 2 (D.) None of above 

(29.) Bar-coding starting with C and ending with IN denotes 
(A.) Letter (B.) EMS 
(C.) Parcel (D.) Registered Letter 

(30.) When and where the first postage stamp was issued? 
(A.) In 1840 in India (B.) In 1940 in England 
(C.) In 1840 in England (D.) In 1740 in England 

(31.) The minimum and maximum Sum Assured for RPLI is. 
(A.) Minimum of 5000, maximum of 5lakhs  (B.) Minimum of 5000, maximum of 10lakhs 
(C.) Minimum of 10000 maximum of 5lakhs  (D.) Minimum of 10000 maximum of 10lakhs 
(32.) AEA policy can be surrendered after 

(A.) 3 Years (B.) 4 Years 
(C.) 5 Years (D.) Can't be surrendered 

(33.) e-commerce players can avail of cash on delivery facility for upto Rs. 
(A.) 30000 (B.) 50000 (C.) 100000 (D.) 20000 

(34.) The weight of an un-registered parcel should not exceed……Gram. 
(A.) 4000 (B.) 2000 (C.) 10000 (D.) 20000 

(35.) The fee for the issue of cheque book up to 10 leaves in calendar year is 
(A.) 3 Rs per Leaf (B.) 2 Rs per Leaf 
(C.) 2.5 Rs per Leaf (D.) None of the above 

(36.) IFSC code of POSB is 
(A.) IPOS0000001 (B.) IPOS000POST 
(C.) IPOS0000DOP (D.) POST0000001 

(37.) Philatelic Deposit Account Opened with a Minimum Deposit of Rs.. 
(A.) 200 (B.) 100 (C.) 150 (D.) 500 

(38.) Deen Dayal SPARSH Yojana is 
(A.) Scholarship for Promotion of Aptitude & Research in Stamps as a Hobby 
(B.) Sponsorship for Promotion of Aptitude & Resource in Stamps as a Hobby 
(C.) Scholarship for Program of Aptitude & Research in Stamps as a Hobby 
(D.) Scholarship for Promotion of Aptitude & Resource in Stamps as a Hobby 
(39.) CELC stands for 
(A.) Child Enrolment Life certificate  (B.) Child enrolment Lite Client 
(C.) Certificate for Enrolment for life of Child (D.) None of the above 
(40.) Closure is allowed in Sukanya Samriddhi Account after the girl attains the age for the purpose of 
marriage. 

(A.) 10 years (B.) 15 years (C.) 18 years (D.) 21 years 
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(41.) Who is responsible to maintain service books of all postal establishments in a postal division? 
(A.) Sub Divisional Head (B.) Head Postmaster 
(C.) DAP (D.) Divisional Supdt 

(42.) Which Sealing wax should be invariably used for sealing a cash bag sent from HO to SO 
(A.) Red Sealing Wax (B.) Brown Sealing Wax 
(C.) Blue Sealing Wax (D.) Black Sealing Wax 

(43.) Nominal Roll is to be preserved for 
(A.) 1 Year (B.) 5 Year 
(C.) 10 Years (D.) Permanently 

(44.) PPF Account is opened with minimum amount of Rs... 
(A.) 100 (B.) 200 (C.) 500 (D.) 1000 

(45.) Online NSC KVP Opening through internet banking is introduced in the following SB Order. 
(A.) 10/2022 (B.) 13/2022 (C.) 15/2022 (D.) 12/2022 

(46.) The Bag Accounting system will be applicable to all Administrative Offices which will function like a 
(A.) UBO (B.) DBO 
(C.) CBO (D.) None of these 

(47.) Which of the following is incorrect? 
(A.) The day bag book in CBO should be preserved for ten years. 
(B.) The due bag list should be preserved for five years 
(C.) The stock register should be preserved for ten years 
(D.) The day bag books in UBOs/DBOS should be preserved for two years 
(48.) Form M-43 supplied to all Mail Offices is called? 

(A.) Mail List (B.) Due Mail List 
(C.) Mail Abstract (D.) None of these 

(49.) Live mail survey is carried out in selected delivery post office in each division. 
(A.) Yearly (B.) Monthly 
(C.) Half Yearly (D.) Once in two years 

(50.) The Period of preservation of invoices of articles received from stock depot is 
(A.) Six Month (B.) Eighteen Month 
(C.) Three Year (D.) Two Year 

(51.) Read the following statement 
(1)Ghaggar river flows in Haryana.    (2)Ghaggar is a penneal river. 

(A.) 1 is correct (B.) 2 is correct 
(C.) Both are correct (D.) None of the above is correct 

(52.) Haryana shares the lengthiest land borders with which state 
(A.) UP (B.) Rajasthan (C.) Punjab (D.) Delhi 

(53.) Read the following statement regarding state animals of Haryana - 
1) Antilope cervicapra is the state animal. 
2) Hunting of this animal is prohibited under Schedule I of the Wildlife Protection Act of 1972. 
3) It is the least concern animal as per IUCN red list. 

(A.) 1is not correct (B.) Only 2 is correct 
(C.) 1, 2 and 3 are correct (D.) Only 3 is correct 

(54.) Which of the following presidents of 54 India had shortest tenure? 
(A.) S Radhakrishanan (B.) V.VGiri 
(C.) Zakir Hussain (D.) B DJatti 
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(55.) Who was the champion of Men's single 'India Open Badminton Tournament 2023 recently held 
inIndia. 

(A.) ViktorAxelsen (B.) Loh Ken Yew 
(C.) Lakshya Sen (D.) KunlavutVitidsarn 

(56.) Arrange the capital cities of India from North to South 
(A.) Jaipur lucknow, Patna, Shillong   (B.) Shillong, Patna, Jaipur Lucknow  
(C.) Shillong, Patna, Lucknow, Jaipur   (D.) Jaipur, Shillong, Lucknow, Patna 
(57.) The Third battle of Panipat was fought between? 

(A.) Babur & Ibrahim Lodi (B.) Ahmed ShahAbdali& Marathas  
(C.) Akbar &Shershah Suri (D.) Shershah Suri & Humayun 

(58.) Which country touches the Black sea.  
(A.) Ukrain (B.) Hungry (C.) Switzerland (D.) Italy 

(59.) Which among the following is India's first ministry to have an account on twitter? 
(A.) Ministry of External Affairs   (B.) Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
(C.) Ministry of Finance    (D.) Home Ministry 
(60.) Which article is considered as "The heart and soul of Indian Constitution' 

(A.) Article 40 (B.) Article 20 (C.) Article 14 (D.) Article 32 
(61.) What is the average of first 150 natural numbers? 

(A.) 70 (B.) 70.5 (C.) 75 (D.) 75.5 
(62.) 0.003x0.02= ? 

(A.) 0.06 (B.) 0.006 (C.) 0.0006 (D.) 0.00006 
(63.) If A completes a particular work in 8 days and B completes the same work in 24 days. How many days 
will it take if they work together? 

(A.) 4 (B.) 5 (C.) 6 (D.) 7 
(64.) A can do a piece of work in 12 days. B can do this work in 16 days. A started the work alone. After 
how many days should B join him, so that the work is finished in 9 days? 

(A.) 5 days (B.) 3 days (C.) 4 days (D.) 2 days 
(65.) The value of 14{(5 of 2-3)} x 4(7-2) is 

(A.) 40 (B.) 10 (C.) 1/10 (D.) 14/19 
(66.) What is 25% of 25% equal to? 

(A.) 0.0625 (B.) 0.00625 (C.) 0.625 (D.) 6.25 
(67.) 5 kg of metal A and 20 kg of metal B are mixed to form an alloy. The percentage of metal A in the 
alloy is 

(A.) 10% (B.) 20% (C.) 30% (D.) 40% 
(68.) A table is offered for Rs.300 with 20% and 10% off. If in addition, a discount of 5% is offered on cash 
payment, then the cash price of the table is 

(A.) Rs.205.20 (B.) Rs.210 (C.) Rs.216 (D.) Rs.240 
(69.) When a commodity is sold for Rs.34.80, there is a loss of 25%. What is the cost price of the 
commodity? 

(A.) Rs. 26.10 (B.) Rs. 43 (C.) Rs. 43.20 (D.) Rs.46.40 
(70.) A sum of money at simple interest amounts to Rs 815 in 3 years and to Rs 854 in 4 years. The sum is 

(A.) Rs 650 (B.) Rs 670 (C.) Rs 680 (D.) Rs. 698 
(71.) Rs 6000 become Rs 7200 in 4 years at a certain rate of simple interest. If the rate becomes 1.5 times of 
itself, the amount of the same principal in 5 years will be 

(A.) Rs 8000 (B.) Rs 8250 (C.) Rs 9000 (D.) Rs 9250 
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(72.) A library has an average of 510 visitors on Sundays and 240 on other days. The average number of 
visitors per day in a month of 30 days beginning with a Sunday is 

(A.) 255 (B.) 270 (C.) 285 (D.) 290 
(73.) The average age of 30 students is 9 years. If the age of their teacher is included, it becomes 10 years. 
The age of the teacher (in years) is 

(A.) 31 (B.) 35 (C.) 40 (D.) 43 
(74.) Rahul and Manoj are working on an assignment Rahul takes 6 hours to type 32 pages on a computer 
while Manoj takes 5 nours to type 40 pages How much time will they take, working together on two different 
computers to type an assignment of 110 pages? 

(A.) 7 hours (B.) 7 hours 30 minutes 
(C.) 8 hours (D.) 8 hours 15 minutes 

(75.) A man, a woman and a boy can do a piece of work in 6, 9 and 18 days respectively. How many boys 
must assist one man and one woman to do the work in 1 day? 

(A.) 6 (B.) 9 (C.) 13 (D.) 17 
(76.) If cost of 15 eggs is Rs75, then find out the cost of 4dozens eggs. 

(A.) Rs 240 (B.) Rs 300 (C.) Rs150 (D.) Rs185 
(77.) If 10 spiders can catch 10 flies in 10 min, then how many flies can 200 spiders catch in 200 min? 

(A.) 2000 (B.) 5000 (C.) 4000 (D.) 3000 
(78.) 2000 soldiers in a fort had enough food for 20 days. But some soldiers were transferred to another fort 
and the food lasted for 25 days. How many soldiers were transferred? 

(A.) 400 (B.) 450 (C.) 525 (D.) 500 
(79.) If in a hostel, food is available for 45 days for 50 students. For how many days will this food be 
sufficient for 75 students? 

(A.) 25 days (B.) 28 days (C.) 30 days (D.) 40 days 
(80.) A and B can do a piece of work in 10 h, B and C can do it in 15 h, while A and C take 12 h to 
complete the work. B independently can complete the work in 

(A.) 12 h (B.) 16 h (C.) 20 h (D.) 24 h 
(81.) DEF, DEF2, DE2F2, ____, D2E2F3 

(A.) DEF 3 (B.) D3EF3 (C.) D2E3F (D.) D2E2F2 
(82.) Study the following information and answer the given questions 
D is the father of A. D is married to P. P is the mother of J. P has only one daughter. J is married to U. U is the 
son of L. How is J related to L 

(A.) Daughter (B.) Granddaughter 
(C.) Cannot be determined (D.) Daughter-in-law 

(83.) Statements: Some comics are books. 
All comics are novels. No novel is an article 
Conclusions: 
I. Some novels are books. 
II. All articles being books is a possibility 
(A.) If either conclusion I or II is true  (B.) If neither conclusion I nor II is true 
(C.) If both conclusions I and II are true  (D.) If only conclusion I is true 
(84.) If all the numbers in 42731658 are arranged in ascending order from left to right the position(s) of how 
many number(s) will remain unchanged? 

(A.) Three (B.) More than three 
(C.) None (D.) Two 

(85.) Look at this series 53, 53, 40, 40, 27, 27,What number should come next? 
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(A.) 12 (B.) 14 (C.) 27 (D.) 53 
(86.) If in a certain code PENCIL is written as RGPEKN how would COMPUTER be written in the same 
code? 

(A.) EOQRWVGT (B.) EQORWVGT 
(C.) EQORWHT (D.) None of these 

(87.) Choose the alternative which is closely resembles the mirror image of the given combination 

 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(88.) Find out the alternative figure which contains figure (X) as its part. 

 
(A.) 3 (B.) 2 (C.) 1 (D.) 4 

(89.) Select the alternative which represents three out of the five alternative figures which when fitted into 
each other would form a complete square 

 
(A.) 124 (B.) 345 (C.) 123 (D.) 135 

(90.) Find out which of the figures (1), (2), (3) and (4) can be formed from the pieces given in figure (X) 

 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(91.) Choose a figure which would most closely resemble the unfolded form of Figure (Z). 

 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(92.) Select a suitable figure from the four alternatives that would complete the figure matrix. 
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(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(93.) Find out which of the figures (1), (2). (3)and (4) can be formed from the pieces given in figure (X) 

 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(94.) Choose a figure which would most closely resemble the unfolded form of Figure (Z) 

 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(95.) Select a suitable figure from the four alternatives that would complete the figure matrix 

 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(96.) Select a suitable figure from the four alternatives that would complete the figure matrix. 
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(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(97.) Find out from amongst the four alternatives as to how the pattern would appear when the transparent 
sheet is folded at the dotted line. 

 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(98.) Identify the figure that completes the pattern? 

 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(99.) In question below shown, count the number of triangle and squares. 

 
(A.) 26 triangles, 5 squares (B.) 28 triangles. 5 squares 
(C.) 26 tangles.6 squares (D.) 28 triangles, 6 squares 

(100.) Find the number of triangles in the given figure 

 
(A.) 27 (B.) 25 (C.) 23 (D.) 21 
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HARYANA CIRCLE-PA/SA EXAM -2023 
ANSWER 

(1.) A (2.) B (3.) C (4.) D (5.) B 
(6.) A (7.) C (8.) D (9.) A (10.) D 
(11.) B (12.) D (13.) C (14.) A (15.) D 
(16.) D (17.) A (18.) B (19.) A (20.) D 
(21.) B (22.) A (23.) C (24.) B (25.) B 
(26.) D (27.) A (28.) C (29.) C (30.) C 
(31.) D (32.) D (33.) B (34.) A (35.) D 
(36.) C (37.) A (38.) A (39.) B (40.) C 
(41.) B (42.) D (43.) D (44.) C (45.) B 
(46.) A (47.) B (48.) C (49.) B (50.) C 
(51.) C (52.) B (53.) C (54.) C (55.) D 
(56.) C (57.) B (58.) A (59.) A (60.) D 
(61.) D (62.) D (63.) C (64.) A (65.) A 
(66.) C (67.) B (68.) A (69.) D (70.) D 
(71.) B (72.) C (73.) C (74.) D (75.) C 
(76.) A (77.) C (78.) A (79.) C (80.) D 
(81.) D (82.) D (83.) C (84.) A (85.) B 
(86.) C (87.) B (88.) C (89.) D (90.) C 
(91.) B (92.) A (93.) C (94.) C (95.) A 
(96.) C (97.) D (98.) D (99.) A (100.) A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


